MECHANIZED    NOMADS
like Chinese coolies; a relation to the Mongols was quite
evident. Father's skin was dark and leathery, scarred into
a thousand wrinkles.
There was still some snow in the hollows of the river's
bank. We climbed up the slimy clay ridge and made for
the tents, which were made of reindeer skin, with the fur
outside. Wooden poles rammed into the ground supported
them against the wind; the ends stuck out on top, where
they left open a hole, the size of a large frying-pan, to let
the smoke out.
There was plenty of it inside, nevertheless, as I found as
soon as I stooped to enter the first tent. The smouldering
charcoal underneath the suspended tea-kettle filled the
"room5 with thick clouds. They drew tears from my smart-
ing eyes. The place was occupied by seven people, all
sitting on piles of fur blankets and cushions. As a matter of
fact everything was made from reindeer. It is the basis of
existence for these peoples of the Arctic. They eat the
animal's flesh, dress in its skin, build their juris with its
winter coat and make needles of its bones and knife handles
of its antlers. It draws their sledges in the winter towards
the trading centres, where they sell the fox and ermine and
buy provisions.
In my tent an old and a younger woman attended, the
fire; a little girl stared at me with a mixture of curiosity
and fright in her eyes; a baby cried underneath a heap of
cushions. Three boys between six and twelve huddled
together in a corner of thsyurt. I was offered some tea in a
dirty mug; it tasted like dish-water. The grown-up members
of the family, including the women, were all smoking
Makhorka in long pipes.
'When will the boat come on the river and bring us new
provisions?' the young boy interpreter asked me on behalf
of his father. It has saved us many days of travelling since
it started coming two summers ago.'
He was referring to the swimming grocery shop which the
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